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Abstract. Distributed Information Retrieval (DIR) is a generic area of research
that brings together techniques, such as resource selection and results aggregation, dealing with data that, for organizational or technical reasons, cannot be
managed centrally. Existing and potential applications of DIR methods vary from
blog retrieval to aggregated search and from multimedia and multilingual retrieval
to distributed Web search. In this tutorial we briefly discuss main DIR phases, that
are resource description, resource selection, results merging and results presentation. The main focus is made on applications of DIR techniques: blog, expert
and desktop search, aggregated search and personal meta-search, multimedia and
multilingual retrieval. We also discuss a number of potential applications of DIR
techniques, such as distributed Web search, enterprise search and aggregated mobile search.

1 Introduction
Distributed Information Retrieval (DIR), also known as Federated Search or Federated IR, concerns with aggregating multiple searchable sources of information under
a single interface [6,23]. DIR consists of the following phases: (i) resource description or representation, where a high-level description is built for each federated source.
(ii) Server/resource selection, where, given a user’s query, several relevant sources are
selected for further processing. (iii) Results merging or aggregation, where the results
obtained from selected sources are combined into a single result list. (iv) Results presentation, where the obtained results are grouped and positioned on a result page.
However, modern applications of the standard DIR techniques usually have a different set of assumptions and limitations [29]. For instance, aggregated search works
in highly cooperative environments and does not need to merge results into a single
list, blog and expert search do not require description and merging phases, while multilingual retrieval requires additional steps of query and document translation. In this
tutorial we discuss the standard DIR techniques and show how they can be adapted and
applied to various IR problems, such as blog distillation and desktop search, aggregated
search and distributed Web search, multimedia and multilingual retrieval.

2 Distributed Information Retrieval
In this section we briefly discuss main DIR phases, such as resource description, resource selection, results merging and results presentation.
Resource Description. In the offline phase a high-level description is built for each
federated source. The description may include a full content of a source (or only a sample of its documents in uncooperative environments [7]), term and document statistics,
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metadata (if available) and other descriptors of the source’s content. The descriptions of
all federated sources are managed centrally by a DIR broker and are used for subsequent
phases, such as resource selection and results merging.
Resource Selection. Given a user’s query and the sources’ descriptions, the DIR broker selects the most relevant sources for the query. First generation resource selection
techniques, also known as large document approaches, represent each source as a concatenation of its documents. The obtained large documents are ranked using standard
IR techniques, such as adapted INQUERY in CORI [5] and language modeling in [33].
Second generation or small document approaches use a centralized sample index of
documents and rank sources based on the number and the position of their documents
in a centralized ranking (eg. ReDDE [26], CRCS [22] and others [15,18,20,32]). Finally,
classification-based resource selection combines the above approaches and a number of
other query- and corpus-based features in a machine learning framework [1,12].
Results Merging and Score Normalization. The user’s query is forwarded to the selected sources and the retrieved source-specific results are merged into a single list using results merging and score normalization methods. Results merging techniques use
sources’ descriptions either implicitly through resource selection, like CORI [5,17], or
explicitly like SSL [25] and SAFE [24]. Score normalization methods do not use descriptions, but require document relevance scores to be provided by federated sources [16].
Results Presentation. Instead of merging results into a single list or in addition to that,
the results may be presented to a user in various ways, eg. blended, tabbed, side-by-side,
etc. [28,31].

3 Applications
In this section we discuss the applications and adaptations of DIR techniques to various
IR tasks.
Applications of Resource Selection. Resource selection is probably the most widely
used DIR technique. For example, in blog distillation the most relevant blogs need to
be retrieved for a user’s query. Since each blog is a collection of posts, blog distillation can be treated as a resource selection problem and both small and large document
approaches can be applied to solve it [11,21]. The same idea is applicable to expert
search if each expert is considered as a collection of documents that he/she produced.
In desktop search each document type may be treated as a separate documents source
and resource selection may be performed to select the most relevant one [13].
Aggregated Search. Aggregated search augments Web search results with the results
of several vertical searches [3]. It can be seen as a variation of DIR, where aggregated
verticals are managed by the same content provider and, therefore, are fully cooperative. Moreover, verticals are highly heterogeneous in content and types of media. Still
most of DIR steps are present here. First, resource description may be performed for efficiency reasons [3]. Second, vertical selection can be seen as a variation of resource selection that accounts for multiple media types and where no vertical can be selected [3].
Finally, the vertical-specific results need to be blended into the Web results [2].
Other Applications. Multilingual retrieval combines documents written in multiple languages and, therefore, benefits from results merging methods [27]. Multimedia distributed
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digital libraries can use a standard DIR architecture [8]. A personal meta-search system
provides a user with a possibility of searching the Web and personal content with a single
interface using DIR techniques [30]. Similarly, federated Web search provides a low-cost
solution for aggregating multiple searchable Web sites within a single interface [19].

4 Potential Applications
In this section we discuss distributed Web search, enterprise search and aggregated
search on mobile devices as potential applications of DIR methods.
Distributed Web Search. Site selection in distributed Web search is a specific resource
selection problem, where search sites are not autonomous, resources and algorithms are
homogeneous and the distribution of content is managed explicitly [9]. Currently site
selection is performed based on a predicted query performance [4] or a thresholding
algorithm [10]. Although some work has been done on the feasibility of DIR methods
for topically partitioned collections [14], the applicability of existing resource selection
techniques to distributed Web search and the development of novel specific methods
still needs to be addressed.
Enterprise Search. Enterprise search involves different types of document sources
used within a company as well as a number of external searchable collections that need
to be aggregated into a single company-wide search system. DIR techniques such as
resource selection and results presentation may help in solving this problem [29].
Aggregated Mobile Search. Aggregated search on mobile devices has a number of
unique features, such as a rich context, a specific interaction of a user with search
results and technical limitations of mobile devices. The applicability of existing DIR
techniques and the development of novel task-specific methods for aggregated mobile
search are yet to be addressed.
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